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ThrashIRC Crack+ Activator (2022)

1. Advanced IRC client
supporting multi-threaded
connections and 20 IRC
networks. 2. Supports "auto-
join" mode, where you will be
logged into all supported
networks automatically after
connection. 3. Integrated
clipboard, in which you can
copy, search for text, paste from
internet and paste from your
clipboard. 4. Integrated "web
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browser" in which you can view
logs of your chat sessions and
have direct access to websites. 5.
Supports many IRC network
protocols, including Freenode,
Efnet, Omegle, Chia, Irdi and
others. 6. Supports DCC file
transfers between different IRC
clients. 7. Supports DCC send
and receive. 8. Integrated IRC
logs and can be viewed from any
other IRC client. 9. Supports
UTF-8 encoding and emoticons.
10. Supports advanced web
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browser capabilities. 11.
Supports coloring emoticons and
text. 12. Automatic channel join
(auto-join) mode. 13. Quick-
change fonts. 14. Advanced spell
checking (e.g. automatic
correction of misspellings). 15.
Ability to easily make and send
private messages. 16. Automatic
file rename (AFR). 17. Dynamic
ping time and ping delay. 18.
Ability to define your online
status. 19. Ability to set client
"mood". 20. Automatic nick
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change. 21. Supports automatic
nick change when you've
previously connected to another
server. 22. Supports multi-
threaded DCC connections (up
to 15 DCC connections) 23.
Works as a service on Windows.
ThrashIRC Setup: 1. Extract the
downloaded archive to the
desired location 2. Start
thrashirc.bat. Installation notes: *
Running "thrashirc.bat" as an
executable file would require a
user to double-click it. To avoid
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this, use the "Run as
administrator" option from the
context menu of the program's
executable file. * When using the
executable file, please select the
target directory and the network
you want to use. * You can
download ThrashIRC for free.
The trial version is limited to 30
days. If you like it, you may buy
the license for $19.95.
ThrashIRC setup Wizard: 1.
Make sure that ThrashIRC is not
running in the system tray. 2.
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Right-click the shortcut of
ThrashIRC

ThrashIRC Crack [April-2022]

ThrashIRC is a multi-threaded
client for connecting to IRC
networks that includes DCC file
resume and file transfer options.
It offers support for UTF-8 text
and auto highlights highlighted
text in a channel. It also
integrates support for emoticons,
UTF-8 chars, multi-network
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connections, automatic
connecting, and much more. Key
Features: ・Multi-threaded
connections ・Numerous
connectivity methods ・UTF-8
text support ・Support for
emoticons ・Automatic
highlighting of text ・Auto-
suggest ・Multi-network
connectivity ・Auto-connect
・Auto-launch ・Remote DCC
support ・Save and restore chat
logs ・Spell checking ・Remove
images from messages ・Backup
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profiles ・Support for ping ・List
users by client version ・DCC
file download ・Change font
settings ・Automatic opening of a
web browser ・Copying URLs in
chat ・Customizing the time and
chat display ・Send and receive
files via DCC ・View and filter
channels ・Open chat window to
scroll through chat ・Support for
the font display ・Search
channels by nick ・Search clients
・User mode ・Channel mode
・Privmsg mode ・Show user's
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nickname ・Change the Nick
font ・User info ・Group info
・Join channel ・Kick user ・Ban
user ・Join channel (multiple)
・Ban channel (multiple)
・OP/DEOP ・Connect and
disconnect ・Autoconnect ・Send
file ・Receive file ・File transfer
・Pings ・Sound events ・About ■
About Network(s) Freenode is
the preferred network and
provides ThrashIRC users with a
multitude of servers in different
countries and time zones.
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Additionally, it provides the list
of basic channels that you can
join. ■ About: (1) Chat Help
Enter the “!help” command into
the channel in order to receive
assistance with your
communication. (2) Spell
Checking The spelling checker
works by accessing the
appropriate dictionary file,
which includes more than 90,000
words, and finding words that
are misspelled. (3) Help
Commands Enter the “!help”
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command into the channel in
order to receive a list of all
available commands. (4) Server
Info Enter the “!help server”
command into the channel in
order to receive a 77a5ca646e
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ThrashIRC X64

Official Client for Socket.IO for
Windows (32/64 bit) –
Download Here Like us on
Facebook: And follow us on
Twitter: ThrashIRC is an
advanced IRC client that offers
support for multi-threaded
connections which enable you to
join up 20 IRC networks
simultaneously. It integrates
DCC file resume and send
options, built-in spell checker,
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emoticons, as well as UTF-8
character support. Prior
configuration settings When you
run the tool for the first time,
you are required to choose the
desired nickname. Two preset
nicknames have been created for
you and you can easily alter them
to fit your preferences. By
default, ThrashIRC connects to
the Freenode network but you
can choose another one from a
drop-down list. Plus, you are
allowed to select the channels
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that you want to join. Well-
organized set of features
Compared to other IRC clients
that sport a plain interface,
ThrashIRC delivers a user-
friendly working environment. It
comes with a multi-tabbed layout
so you can easily switch between
your favorite channels. What’s
more, it integrates several handy
buttons in the primary panel for
helping you quickly trigger
several actions, such as insert
emoticons, highlight text and
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look for it on the Internet via
your default web browser, view a
list with URLs clicked in the
chat, grab URLs from your web
browser and paste them in the
chat window, change font
settings, switch between tile or
stack windows, automatically
join your favorite channels, and
search server for channels. You
can make use of right-click
operations on the chat window
for copying the selected text,
performing search operations,
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marking yourself as away, and
clearing the text, as well as on
the list with buddies in order to
access various features, such as
kick, ban, OP/DEOP, check
user's client version, time and
ping, open private message
window, and add or ignore
buddies. Client behavior
ThrashIRC lets you connect on
startup, change the interval of
time the utility waits before it
checks for a server pong, rejoin
a channel when kicked, enable or
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disable emoticons, activate the
time stamping option, use a spell
checker and add new words to
the dictionary, configure flash
window and sound events, as
well as pick the saving directory
for logs and received DCC files.
Channel management

What's New In?

ThrashIRC is an advanced IRC
client that offers support for
multi-threaded connections
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which enable you to join up 20
IRC networks simultaneously. It
integrates DCC file resume and
send options, built-in spell
checker, emoticons, as well as
UTF-8 character support. Prior
configuration settings When you
run the tool for the first time,
you are required to choose the
desired nickname. Two preset
nicknames have been created for
you and you can easily alter them
to fit your preferences. By
default, ThrashIRC connects to
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the Freenode network but you
can choose another one from a
drop-down list. Plus, you are
allowed to select the channels
that you want to join. Well-
organized set of features
Compared to other IRC clients
that sport a plain interface,
ThrashIRC delivers a user-
friendly working environment. It
comes with a multi-tabbed layout
so you can easily switch between
your favorite channels. What’s
more, it integrates several handy
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buttons in the primary panel for
helping you quickly trigger
several actions, such as insert
emoticons, highlight text and
look for it on the Internet via
your default web browser, view a
list with URLs clicked in the
chat, grab URLs from your web
browser and paste them in the
chat window, change font
settings, switch between tile or
stack windows, automatically
join your favorite channels, and
search server for channels. You
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can make use of right-click
operations on the chat window
for copying the selected text,
performing search operations,
marking yourself as away, and
clearing the text, as well as on
the list with buddies in order to
access various features, such as
kick, ban, OP/DEOP, check
user's client version, time and
ping, open private message
window, and add or ignore
buddies. Client behavior
ThrashIRC lets you connect on
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startup, change the interval of
time the utility waits before it
checks for a server pong, rejoin
a channel when kicked, enable or
disable emoticons, activate the
time stamping option, use a spell
checker and add new words to
the dictionary, configure flash
window and sound events, as
well as pick the saving directory
for logs and received DCC files.
Channel management The
program lets you search for
channels, make use of channel
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mode to control who can join a
channel and what people can do
in a channel, log a channel or
private message, alter the text
and background colors, add an
address to the channel ban list,
set topics, as well as send and
receive files directly between
IRC clients using DCC.
Excellent IRC client All in all,
ThrashIRC mixes up a user-
friendly interface with a rich set
of configuration settings in order
to deliver the best experience
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when it comes to connecting to
multiple IRC networks. It can be
used by all types of users,
regardless of their computer
skills and leaves a minimal
footprint on
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System Requirements For ThrashIRC:

Mac OS 10.4 or later Windows
Vista or later Intel-compatible
PC 1024 MB RAM 40 MB free
hard disk space DOWNLOAD
HERE SPECIAL THANKS TO:
HULA INC. AdventureQuest,
Kumano, MyVideoKun,
UltimateRevenge QuickTime 6.6
or later, Apple iMovie 4.0 or
later Adobe Photoshop 6.0 or
later, Adobe Premiere 6.0 or
later eBay, Amazon Shareware
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